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Important 
The values listed here and the information presented should not be treated as a 
substitute for specific technical advice. We cannot warrant the products 
performance or suitability for particular applications. 
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Label Remover Spray is a specially designed release 
spray used to quickly and easily remove old adhesive 
labels and residues. This technical spray has been 
engineered to break the adhesive bonds of acrylate and 
pressure-sensitive adhesives. It works very fast and is 
very easy to use. 

This specialised spray can be used on most surfaces 
types including metal, wood, foil, plastic and glass. It is 
ideal for removing adhesive labels, old price tags, address 
labels, product information stickers, identification labels 
and label residues. It also removes adhesive residues 
from foil labels which makes it a great option for getting rid 
of that sticky stuff left over from your old rego sticker. 

Unlike conventional cleaning agents, label remover penetrates the adhesive to make 
removal easy. It also doesn’t represent the risk to the underlying surface that mechanical 
removal can. 

Our Label Remover Spray is manufactured by Weicon in Germany and is used in many 
countries around the world. Each can is supplied with a specially designed plastic spatula to 
make removal simple and easy. 

Label Remover Spray has a citrus smell and is colourless. This technical spray also 
evaporates away without leaving behind any residues. This means new labels can be affixed 
to the surface shortly after without any problems.

Technical Details 

Processing 

Spray a sufficient quantity of label remover onto the label and allow to react for 
approximately 60 seconds. Pull label off slowly. If the label does not remove cleanly on the 
first attempt, repeat process and remove any remaining label or adhesive residue with the 
included spatula. 

Weicon Label Remover evaporates without leaving behind any residues that need to be 
cleaned. 

Storage 

Label Remover Spray is supplied in a pressurised container. It should be stored in a cool, 
dark place and protected from direct sunlight. Do not expose to temperatures exceeding 
50°C. 

Available Sizes 

Label Remover Spray is available from Swift Supplies Online in 500ml cans.  

 

Property Value 
Colour Colourless / Transparent 
Scent Citrus 
Shelf Life (Minimum) 24 Months 
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